
 

24 March 2020 

URGENT  
TO BE SENT OUT ON BEHALF OF COVID-19 GOLD COMMAND TO GP PRACTICES  

 

IT Remote Access Solutions Update - COVID-19 

 

Dear Colleagues, 

The CCG continues to work with IT colleagues to process equipment requests as quickly as 

possible in order to support practices with remote working during these unprecedented times 

when workforce capacity is stretched.  

You will have heard through the daily briefings and updates from the Locality Managers that 

the CCG have taken action to order additional IT hardware from a number of suppliers in 

order to facilitate remote access solutions that are flexible for practice needs however; given 

the constraints we are working within, we would ask you to bear with us whilst these supplies 

come through the system.   

Today, as a matter of urgency, COVID-19 Gold Command within the CCG has taken a 

decision to authorise all NHS laptops currently available from a multiple of sources, to be 

distributed to a number of practices across the city. Unfortunately with the numbers currently 

in stock we are not able to allocate to all practices but colleagues have done their best to try 

and allocate based on a number of factors and whilst it is appreciate this is not the ‘ideal’ it 

starts the process.  

There are more laptops due to follow, and these will be actioned by engineers as quickly as 

possible. Locality Managers are on daily calls with the CCG and will continue to be updated 

on the situation. The information you are providing them with and which they are sharing is 

fundamental to this process and is very much appreciated.   

On allocation of the laptops today it will now be for the practice to decide on who they 

prioritise as we feel you are best placed to do this as a practice, network and locality given 

the changing landscape. For those practices receiving a laptop as part of the first phase 

please see below at APPENDIX 1 and 3 the process required to register for a RAS licence.  

For practices still requiring a RAS (Swivel) ONLY to be set up and to be linked to an existing 

laptop please follow the instructions outlined in Appendix 2 and 3  
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APPENDIX 1 - Practices receiving a laptop and requiring a RAS (Swivel) licence 

The process will be as follows:  

 Laptops have been prepared and will be collected by Locality Managers and locality 

business support teams for distribution 

 In order to apply for a RAS (Swivel) licence to accompany the laptop we are asking 

you to e-mail a dedicated IT service account, eMBED.Barnsmob@nhs.net with a 

subject of ‘RAS request for (practice name)’ so they can go through the setting up 

process with you for your identified individuals  

 When you e-mail the dedicated IT service account to request the licences it is very 

important that you have the following at hand;

 

1. Assigned log in username 

2. Assigned user NHS email address  

 

Without the above, the engineer would NOT be able to proceed.  

 

 All practices are to be aware that they MUST connect the laptop to the network via a 

cable for the first time so that this can be recognised. Problems have occurred when 

this step has been missed.   

 Should a clinician be assigned to the laptop and be isolating the practice are able to 

set this up on their behalf prior to delivery 

 

Further detailed guidance regarding the RAS (Swivel) licences can be found at Appendix 3  

APPENDIX 2 - Practices requiring a RAS (Swivel) licence ONLY 

The process will be as follows:  

 In order to apply for a RAS (Swivel) licence to accompany the laptop we are asking 

you to e-mail a dedicated IT service account, eMBED.Barnsmob@nhs.net with a 

subject of ‘RAS request for (your practice name)’ so they can go through the 

setting up process with you for your identified individuals  

 When you e-mail the dedicated IT service account to request the licences it is very 

important that you have the following at hand;

 

1. Assigned log in username 

2. Assigned user NHS email address 

 

Without the above, the engineer would NOT be able to proceed.  

 

 

APPENDIX 3 - Swivel (VPN) Licence Deployment Procedure  
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This Procedure is for the processing of Swivel (VPN) licences ONLY. 

To be allocated where a registered NHS laptop has been assigned with an asset tag (may 

already be in practice) to support remote working and practice resilience. SWIVEL VPN’s 

enable access to systems and practice drives and are being allocated to high-risk staff in 

conjunction with request for additional equipment, however please note:  

 The licence is registered with one user only. It does not have the same functionality 

as previous VPN token solutions and therefore may offer a practice limited 

functionality.  

 No licences can be issued without their prior approval and full confirmation of laptop 

asset tag and a user name 

 This allocation and activation of Swivel (VPN) accounts is done remotely.  

 

Assumptions 

1) Any user requesting a Swivel (VPN) account has got their own smart phone for 

adding the Swivel token One-Time Code application to it. 

2) Any user requesting a Swivel (VPN) account has got their own account to login to the 

network, and not just the use of a generic account. 

3) Any user requesting a Swivel (VPN) account has got their own internet connection at 

home for the account to be connected to. 

4) Any user requesting the Swivel (VPN) account has received their RAS account e-

mail and has setup the app on their phone. 

 

These assumptions will all need to be confirmed during the booking confirmation phone call 

with eMBED colleagues. 

Installation Procedure 

1) You will receive two emails. One should be from Swivel and will be a welcoming 

email. This will include a QR code which is important and to be used during the set 

up process.  

2) The second email will be from Embed and will contain user instructions in what you 

need to do to complete the set up.  

                    

 

 


